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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Matches the text of your assignment against:Web pages and websitesA publication database (information supplied by journal and book publishers)A database of previously submitted UK student assignments (comparison with other students!)It doesn’t search against everything….. The Originality Report generated indicates text matches (potential plagiarism)You can use the Originality Report to improve your academic writing and avoid plagiarising. It can be a useful teaching tool as well….. 

https://flic.kr/p/aeXN2Z


Turnitin as a teaching tool
V 

Turnitin as a detection tool

Riza, Mo (2013) Tough  Available from:  https://www.flickr.com/photos/modomatic/2819582341/in/photolist-KwZGG-5ia6AD-2V2uSq-3Wm4s-7CBXCG-
2W3a9S-6zAd7t-2jc4KF-owiXjH-bpqwxE-aAPaJt-oeUQXR-oeRftM/  [Accessed 28th October 2014]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tutors and departments vary in their approach to TIITeaching tool: It can be used constructively to highlight areas of poor academic writing and allow students the opportunity to address theseYou can set TII up so that students can view their Originality Reports before they submit, but do check what the policy is in your particular department is, as practice can vary. Students can view their own work and see their areas of practice which are perhaps highlighted in the workDetection tool:It is a very useful tool to assess students work for potential plagiarismMany want a fail-safe tool to detect plagiarism. TII can not offer this. Need human interpretation- No tool is 100% fail safe: http://turnitin.com/en_us/resources/blog/421-general/1650-can-students-trick-turnitin  TII is quick to clarify that it is not a plagiarism detection tool- it is a text matching tool It doesn’t search against everything….. 



• The Similarity Index (%)
– Percentage of your text that matches sources in the TII 

databases
– There is no safe percentage to avoid plagiarism so 

always have at least a quick scan of the report
– The spread of percentages of text matching is more 

significant
• Matching text

– Is highlighted and numbered (each source colour 
coded)

– Colours and numbers link corresponding text matches 
and possible source(s)

The Originality Report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There can be cases of plagiarism that occur in papers that have a lower % match. Departments have developed their own practice when looking at originality reports. We would advise that it is always worth reviewing all papers, but appreciate that time can not always permit for this.



• The following slides come from the Originality 
Report for a test report

• They are designed to highlight common 
situations within an Originality Report 

• A Turnitin Originality Report can only tell you 
so much 

• If we take a look at this example of a student 
dissertation in the next few slides

Interpreting the Originality Report





Here is an example 
Originality Report

Here is the Similarity
Index - 32% of this 

assignment matches TII 
sources

Click here (Match 
Overview button) to also 
view a list of most likely

sources



It is possible to filter out the 
references from the text matching. 
Click on the filter icon and tick to 

Exclude Bibliography

You should expect to see highlighted 
text in the reference list as it contains 

the titles of actual documents. This sort 
of text match is acceptable…

In this case, the Similarity 
Index went from 32% to 

29%)



Highlighted text indicates text 
matches, colour coded and 

numbered to correspond with 
the list of most likely sources 

in the right hand panel

This is a ranked list of sources 
where there is a match, coloured 
and numbered. The % indicates 

the % of your document that 
appears to have come from that 

source 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can see in this section of text there is an area where there is a match to another source. The concern here is, that there is no evidence of a citation or a reference to this source that they have clearly used. This is a strength of TII where there are matches such as this, it highlights perhaps areas of poor academic writing which needs to be addressed with the student in this example as this could potentially be a case of plagiarism.  There may be times when there is a large text match, but the student has chosen to include it as a quote and it appropriately cited and reference, and so there would be little concern in terms of plagiarism. Where there are large blocks of text match and the student has made some attempt to cite and reference, this may need addressing in terms of the students paraphrasing skills. 



If these percentages are all low (1-2%) 
then there are unlikely to be major 

issues. We recommend just scrolling 
through the document looking at 
highlighted text to confirm this

Expect to see small blocks of 
coloured text – e.g. common 

phrases, technical terms, cited 
direct quotes, items in reference 

lists, diagram captions

Here there is a 4% match – in this 
case it might be a good idea  to 
investigate this source first. It is 

possible to do this…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Matches to other student papers, this can be quite normal. It is worth having a look at these, although mostly these might be matches in the title pages/assignment title, which you would expect to see. Note it will not give you access to the other students work in the preview. If you are concerned and there is quite a high %match you can request access to view the other students work. Need to check with Lee how this would work if it is an assignment set up in BB here.Also it is common to see technical terms highlighted as these may well match to other sources, again it takes a quick assessment to check these kind of matches. 



Click on the source in order  to 
check through all text matches 

for just this source 

Use the arrow keys to navigate 
backwards and forwards 

between the occurrences of 
source 1 (25 matches)

To go back to Match Overview 
– click on the All Sources 

button and then back on the 
Match Overview button



To see more information 
about the text that has 
matched to a source…

Click on the source number of the 
highlighted text. This opens up a 
window showing matching text in 

context

Click on the title link 
to view the actual 

document

Click here to display the 
unformatted full text of the 

source in the right hand 
panel. Matching text is 

highlighted

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where the text match is significant it is worth comparing students work with the original, there may be other matches e.g. diagrams or figures from the same article/source that might not have been picked up by TII. 



• A text match does NOT mean there has been 
plagiarism
– May be valid reason for text matching
– Check the citation and references in the reference 

list/bibliography to see if they are referring to the 
source clearly

– Remember that TII does not search for matches with 
images, diagrams and figures etc. 

– TII is not a fail safe plagiarism detection tool and will 
not always pick up on all types of plagiarism e.g.  
contract cheating 

Text matching: looking at the Originality 
Report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It takes a human eye to interpret the report Matches may be well cited and reference and perfectly valid in the context of the work. Originality reports can be a very useful tool to help you identify areas of poor practice and make suggestions for corrections to improve
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